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Your Letters

thebroadie@googlemail.com

Taking the electorate for Granted?

Sir/Madam
I thoroughly agree with your views on the importance of voting,
but I am finding it almost impossible to get information about the
candidates. I have received no canvassing material nor have I
been contacted concerning the aims/views of the participants in
the local elections. I have contacted two councillors about a
matter that I feel very strongly about, one failed to respond and
the second one gave me his party's line which was not relevant
to the questions I asked. I am quite prepared to name the
people concerned, perhaps if we all 'named and shamed' them
we would get a result?
I am about to contact more councillors, but as they do not seem
to be responsible to any-one, I fear that it will be a wasted effort.
Bradstonian'
name and address supplied.
(Worry not, we’ve got in contact with all the candidates, and
they’re in this issue)

Jeff Jynne eat your heart out
I’ve just found in my attic what appears to be an original draft
from Jeff Lynnes “War of The Worlds”. It would seem he had
other intentions originally. Although I cant guarantee its
authenticity. I've attached a piece for you to peruse. Do I win a
doughnut? (*Please read it in a Richard Burton accent)
‘No one could have dreamed we were being scrutinized, as
someone with a microscope studies creatures that swarm and
multiply in a drop of water. Few men even considered the
possibility of wildlife in Pierremont Park and yet, across the gulf
of this isle, minds that believed they were immeasurably superior
to ours regarded this patch with envious eyes, and slowly and
surely, they drew their plans against it.
At midnight on the sixth, a huge mass of luminous gas erupted
from Margate and sped towards us. (They’d just finished their tea
break). Across two hundred million millimetres of void, invisibly
hurtling towards us, came the first of the decisions that were to
bring so much calamity to this green place.
As I watched, there was another jet of gas. It was another idea,
starting on its way.
And that's how it was for the next ten nights. A flare, spurting
out from Margate - bright green, drawing a green mist behind it
- a beautiful, but somehow disturbing sight.
The councillor assured me we were in no danger. He was
convinced there could be no intelligent thing in that remote,
forbidding building in Cecil Square’.
(And all sing)

"The chances of anyone building on our park are a million to
one," he said.
“The chances of anyone building on our park are a million to
one - but still here it comes!”
Herb E Goes-bananas,
Broadstairs
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Election time. Did you know that only
about 45% of those eligible to vote in
the last local election actually
bothered. On a countrywide average
that isn’t a bad figure, but with those
who came tops only getting 30% of
the total vote the results hardly
represent the electorate as a whole.
So Vote, there’s some very important
issues in Thanet at the moment and
you all need to have your say.
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Mrs Wally

Mrs Wally cooks

Spring Lamb

Springtime is upon us, the days are getting brighter
and warmer, the birds are tweeting merrily, the
waves on the beach are glistening with sunlight, the sweet scent of
blossom fills the air and lambs are gambolling on the
meadows.....yum yum yum.
As the son of a sheep farmer and a new member of the sheep
scanning fraternity, Mr Wally insists that we eat lamb as often as we
can so as to keep both him and his dad in business. Springtime is
the time for lamb. The new ones are on their way and last year's
lambs have been scoffing lovely grass and getting plump for
almost a year. Lamb is traditionally eaten at Easter and is often
served as a roast dinner accompanied by roasted potatoes,
steamed veg and the ubiquitously British mint sauce.
I tend to turn to the Mediterranean for inspiration when cooking with
lamb and think that the Greeks in particular really know how to
make lamb work by pairing it with lemon, garlic and oregano. I do
a Greek inspired roast lamb with lemon potatoes which is super
yummy and makes a change from mint sauce and gravy.

Roast lamb and lemony potatoes
Leg of lamb, Potatoes, Garlic, 2-3 juicy lemons, a couple of heads
of garlic, fresh thyme, fresh rosemary, sea salt and freshly ground
black pepper
Trim any excess fat off of the lamb and poke a few holes in the
lamb with a knife and enlarge a bit with your finger before stuffing
with bits of garlic and rosemary. Rub all over with a little bit of olive
oil so that sea salt and freshly ground black pepper stick.
Put lamb straight onto a shelf in the oven with a roasting tray on a
shelf below to catch the juices.
Blast on a high heat – Gas 9, 200c for about 20 mins then turn the
oven down to Gas 3 (150ish?) leave to cook for about an hour and
a half turning occasionally.
While the lamb is cooking, wash potatoes
and leave whole if they're golf ball
sized and chop so that they're
similar in size if they're bigger
– leave the skins on. Parboil
for 5 mins.
Separate the garlic into cloves
and put in a bowl with 2 inch
chunks of rosemary and thyme
and the lemons cut into thick
slices. Add potatoes, some salt
and pepper and a glug of olive oil
and swoosh about so they're all
mixed up.
Open oven and pour potatoes into
pan with lamb juices in. Cook for a
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further hour and a half stirring regularly to ensure that everything
is nicely coated in the lemony juices. You will know that it's ready
when the potatoes are soft and the lamb looks delicious!!!
The lamb should be meltingly tender and the potatoes sticky
and lemony. Serve with a nice leafy salad – the garlic will have
caramelised and can be squeezed out of it's skins and eaten.

Loukia's lovely lamb
I had a lovely dinner with my friend Loukia a few weeks ago and
she served me a quick and easy all lamb dish which I cooked a
version of a few days later that can be adjusted according to
what you have in the fridge and in the cupboards – my kind of
meal!!!
Diced lamb – 600g-ish, Onions, Garlic, pinch of dried chilli, 2 tins
Chopped tomatoes, 300g rice, 3tbsp dried oregano, vegetable
stock, lemon juice, salt and freshly ground black pepper, olive
oil. Optional extras: Black olives, Feta, Tinned chickpeas, Fresh
mint, Spinach, peppers, glug or two of red wine..............in fact
whatever you have laying around that you think will fit
Rinse about 300g-ish of rice (I used brown) and put on to cook
as per instructions – add vegetable stock to the water.
Check over the lamb and cut any big chunks into smaller
pieces, you want them in about 2cm chunks.
Slice the onions and fry in a glug of olive oil for a few minutes
before adding the lamb, chopped garlic, pinch of dried chilli
and black pepper and cooking until the onions are golden and
the lamb has browned.
Add a couple of tins of chopped tomatoes, the optional glass of
red wine and the dried oregano, turn the heat down and let it
simmer for about 10 mins.

Once the rice has cooked, rinse again in fresh water and add to
the lamb mix. Season and continue to simmer away for another
10 minutes to let the flavours meld together nicely.
Take lamb off of the heat and stir through whatever nice bits and
pieces you have around – I diced feta finely, and stirred in along
with de-stoned black olives a squeeze of half a lemon and some
washed spinach. Chopped mint or any other nice green leafy
herb would go well and add some spring zing.
This is great accompanied by a fresh green salad or some
toasted wholemeal pitta bread with some hummous and can be
eaten hot, warm or cold depending on how the mood takes you
– leftovers make a great packed lunch.

Top Tip:
Pimms time is nearly upon us, take advantage of citrus season
and buy discounted lemons, limes and oranges and cut into
chunks before freezing so you have a readily available supply of
fruit that doubles up as ice!!!

